IN COMMUTATIVE ALGEBRAS
The concept of a Quasi-Leibniz right invertible operator in a commutative algebra was introduced by Przeworska-Rolewicz [5] , [6] . It was observed [2] that there is a canonical 1-1 correspondence between the set of all multiplicative operators in a algebra X and the set of all Quasi-Leibniz operators in X, modulo certain natural equivalnce relation.
In this paper we consider the structural properties of multiplicative operators is a commutative algebra X with the further goal of utilizing these to obtain a more comprehensive description of the set of Quasi-Leibniz operators. The main result of this paper demonstrates that every multiplicative operator induces a decomposition of the algebra into a direct sum of its two principal ideals, which are canonically linked to the operator. It is also shown that such a decomposition is possible if and only if there are nontrivial idempotent elements in X.
Introduction
Let X denote a commutative algebra, that is a commutative linear ring, over the field of scalars K, with the identity element denoted by e. The field of scalars is assumed to be either the field of real numbers R, or the field of complex numbers C. The product of two elements x, y e X shall be denoted by xy. The set of all linear operators with domains and ranges in X shall be denoted by L(X). Given operator A in Z. Dudek L(X), its domain shall be denoted by Dom(A) and its range by Ran(A). The identity map in X shall be denoted by I. Given z e X, the principal ideal generated by z shall be denoted by <z> [3] . The direct algebraic sum of two ideals and Iin X shall be denoted by I ® I 2 [8] .
An operator DeL(X) satisfies the Quasi-Leibniz condition, and itself is called a QL operator [2] , if there is a constant deK such that right invertible as we did in [2] . In all of the follows X will have the above, defined meaning with e being its iedntity element. We shall assume that multiplication in X is not trivial, and that the domains of all M operators and QL operators considered in the paper are closed with respect to the underlying algebraic operations from the algebra X.
Thé conncection between M operators and QL operators
Denote by QL(X) the set of all QL operators and by M(X) the set of all M operators in the algebra X. Consider the following two subset of L(X):
(2.1) QL* (X) = {D e QL(X) : dp * 0 and D * 0) and It is easy to check that the relation « is an equivalence relation in the set QL*(X) and that the equivalence class determined by a De QL*(X) is (2.4) [D] = {aD: aeK and a*0}.
Moreover, in virtue of (2.1), d Q = ad aD for all aeK, a*0. The following theorem relates the sets M*(X) and QL*(X)/«. Theorem 2.1. (see [2] ). There is a 1-1 correspondence between the sets M*(X) and QL*(X)/« given by the formulas
for DeQL* (X) , and (2.6) dpD(A) = (A -I) e QL* for AeM*(X). The above theorem implies that the knowledge of all M operators in the algebra X may be utilized in describing of all nontrivial QL opreators in X via formula (2.6).
Structural properties of M operators in algebra X
It is clear that every inner homomorphism of an algebra X is an M operator. But there are M operators not being inner homomorphisms. This is illustrated by the following two examples.
Example 3.1. Let X = C(R) be the algebra of continuous real valued functions on the real line with the standard vector operations and with the usual pointwise multiplication: (xy) (t) = x(t)y(t) for teR, x,y € C(R). Given nonzero number h, define S^: X -> X as the shift operator (3.1) (S h x)(t) = x(t + h) for teR, xeX.
It is clear that S^ is an M operator in X such that (S^e) (t) = 1 = e(t) for all teR, i.e. S^ is an inner homomorphism of X. Proof. The case when Ae = e or Ae = 0 is trivial. Thus, assume that Ae is different from e and 0.
By definition, <Ae> and <e-Ae> are principal ideals in X.
To prove (i) it suffices to show that the elements Ae and (e -Ae) are idempotent, since this would imply that for arbitrary elements xe<Ae> and ye<e-Ae>, we would have But Ae is an idempotent by Proposition 3.1, and for (e -Ae)
we have that (e -Ae) 2 = e -2Ae + (Ae) 2 = e -Ae, which proves (i).
To prove (ii), let us assume that xeX, and define (3.10) x x = x Ae € <Ae>, and (3.11) x 2 = x(e -Ae) « <e -Ae>. Then (3.12) x = xe = x^ + x 2 , therefore X c <Ae> + <e -Ae>. Let ue<Ae> r> <e -Ae>. Then (3.13) u = u Ae = u(e -Ae) = 0, therefore (3.14)
<Ae> n <e -Ae> = {0>, and (3.15) X = <Ae> e <e -Ae>, which proves (ii).
To prove (iii), let us notice that for y€Ran(A) we get from Proposition 3.1 that (3.14) y = ye = y Ae € <Ae>, that is Ran (A) c <Ae>.
The decomposition described in Theorem 3.1 is possible in algebras with nontrivial elements only, as indicated by the next theorem. Theorem 3.2. Let z be a nontrivial idempotent element in 2 an algebra X, i.e. z*0, z*e and z = z. Then (i) X = <z> e <e-z>,
(ii) <z> and <e-z> are commutative algebras with the identity elements z and (e-z) respectively.
Proof. Define a map A : X -» X by A (x) = zx for xeX. z z Then A z is obviously linear and multiplicative, i.e. A z is an M operator such that A z (e) = z. The remaining part of the proof follows from Theorem 3.1.
Conclusion
The results obtained can be dually stated in terms involving QL operators via formulas (2.5) and (2.6). However, in order to use M operators to investigate QL operators that are right invertible, one needs a characterization of those multiplicative operators M for which the difference M-I is right invertible. Disregard of this interdependence may lead to erroneous assertions about QL operators.
Przeworska-Rolewicz asserts in [6] x(t+l) -x(t), tefl (Dx)(t) = xeC(Cl) , -x(t) t€ii" c(n x ) that is, D is a direct sum of a difference operator on and of -I on C(f5 2 ) . One may prove *:hat D is right invertible with a nonzero kernel [4] . It is easy to verify that it satisfies the QL condition with the corresponding constant A d D = 1. However, the operator D = I + dpD given by x(t+l)
, tef^ , X€C(tl), 0 , ten" (Dx)(t) = is not right invertible, though multiplicative.
